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Dear Future Sixth Former

St Augustine’s Catholic College has a vibrant sixth form community which
offers a broad and balanced curriculum comprising GCE A levels, the Ethical
Leadership Programme and the Extended Project Qualification. There are
approximately 200 full time students taking a variety of different courses.

To help you make your final decision, the following pages might help you. For
advice and guidance you should consult parents/carers, careers staff and
teachers at college.

We are here to help you through the process of choosing courses. Ask for
individual course leaflets or visit the website, attend an open evening and
seek advice from the subject specialists who are available. 

Choosing your courses
Traditionally, students entering the Sixth Form at St. Augustine’s will progress into
higher education, possibly taking a gap year first. Increasingly however, upon
achieving their “A” levels students are considering apprenticeships. Success in
either of those routes will depend on attainment in appropriate subject
combinations. 

Students should consider carefully their subject choices to ensure that they put
in place the necessary building blocks for their career ambition. For example,
most medicine courses require students to have Chemistry and Biology at A
level. Any student considering a career in medicine should speak to the Head 
of Sixth Form before finalising their A level options.

When is comes to choosing what to study you should match up what you
are passionate about with where your talents lie; this is the recipe for an
enjoyable and successful Sixth Form career. The pools at St. Augustine’s
are developed to support these known requirements.  
All students from St Augustine’s in Year 11 will have opportunities to
explore their personal career intentions with an independent careers
adviser either individually or in a group workshop. Additionally, students
should undertake independent research by accessing Careers Resource
Comp@nion which may be found via the portal of the St Augustine’s
website.Sixth Form students have a Unifrog account to help with Post 18
career options and they are able to talk to subject teachers. 
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Why study this subject at St Augustine's?

This project-based course enables students to
explore a range of two- or three-dimensional
approaches to their studies. Work produced should
demonstrate the use of formal elements and creative
skills, and give visual form to individual thoughts,
feelings, observations and ideas. Students will
produce evidence of trying to extend their own and
others’ ways of seeing the world. Students will learn
to use visual language sensitively and thoughtfully to
support their intentions. 

Course Content

Unit 1: Is coursework based on personal, creative
investigation leading to final pieces of work. Students
work from stimulus material to develop project ideas,
work in a sketchbook to explore and develop project
ideas, work on study sheets to present key aspects of
their development such as drawing skills and
connections with the work of artists, and produce
final pieces that draw together their personal
investigation. In addition to the practical work there is
a written study on an aspect of Art history ideally that
links to their personal project work (approx. 3,000
words).

Unit 2: An examination project that starts in
February of the second year, where students work
with the support of teachers to develop a project
from a paper set by the examining board. This
project takes a similar format to the personal project
and culminates in a 15 hour exam.

Course Aims:

Intellectual, imaginative, creative and 
 intuitive skills
Investigative, analytical, experimental,
practical, technical and expressive skills,
aesthetic understanding and critical
judgement
An understanding of the interrelationships
between art and design and an awareness
of the contexts in which they operate
Knowledge and understanding of art and
design in contemporary society and in 
 other times and cultures.

The aim of this course is to develop:

Subject Entry
Requirements

Grade 5 or above in Art.
or

A portfolio of work needs
to be approved by the

Head of art.

Is this for you?

 Do you enjoy experimenting
with creative ideas and
materials, willing to challenge
yourself to develop and
perfect, have a strong
interest in looking at Art and
sharing your views with
others and be willing to
devote time to developing
your project work away from
the studio. 

Future Pathways

An academic route into Art
degree courses such as Fine
Art, Fashion, Graphic and
Product Design. It is usual to
take a Foundation year (a
general Art course covering
most specialisms), prior to a
degree.

This subject works
well with:

Design Technology,
Computer Science and 

Film Studies

Assessment

Coursework is 60% 
Examination project is 40% 
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Biology A-level will give you the skills to make
connections and associations with all living things
around you. Biology literally means the study of life
and if that’s not important, what is? Being such a
broad topic, you’re bound to find a specific area of
interest, plus it opens doors to a fantastic range of
interesting careers. 

Biology at Sixth Form level is very popular. In recent
years, demand for the subject has grown significantly,
partly due to the need for Biology in related subjects
but also as a degree subject in its own right. We run
two teaching groups in Year 12 and have a large Year
13 cohort. This allows class numbers to be kept low
enough for staff to have a good insight into each
student's ability and their potential within the subject.

Course Content
Biological molecules
Cells
Organisms exchange substances with their
environment
Genetic information, variation and relationships
between organisms
Energy transfers in and between organisms
Organisms respond to changes in their internal
and external environments
Genetics, populations, evolution and ecosystems
The control of gene expression

Using microscopes to see cell division
Dissection of animal or plant systems
Aseptic technique to study microbial growth
Investigating activity within cells
Investigating animal behaviours
Investigating distributions of species in the
environment.

Biology, like all sciences, is a practical subject.
Throughout the course you will carry out practical
activities including:

Subject Entry
Requirements

Degree options

Biology
Psychology
Sport & Exercise Science
Medicine
Anatomy
Physiology and Pathology
Pharmacology
Toxicology and Pharmacy
Chemistry

 According to
bestcourse4me.com, the top
seven degree courses taken
by students who have an A
level in Biology are:

Future Pathways

Doctor
Clinical molecular
geneticist
Nature conservation
officer
Pharmacologist
Research scientist
Vet
Secondary school
teacher
Marine biologist
Dentist

Studying A level Biology gives
you all sorts of exciting
career options, including:

This subject works
well with:

Practical’s will give you the skills and confidence
needed to investigate the way living things
behave and work. It will also ensure that if you
choose to study a Biology-based subject at
university, you’ll have the practical skills needed
to carry out successful experiments in your
degree.

Practicals

4

Grade 6 or above in Biology
 or Grade 66 or above in

 Combined Science

Chemistry, Maths, 
Physics and Psychology
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The Chemistry Department are enthusiastic and well
qualified Chemists, who have considerable experience in
teaching A Level. We are a very supportive department
and will help you to become a successful A Level Chemist.
Students achieve strong A Level results. Previous cohorts
have gone on to study a range of courses including
medicine at the University of Cambridge, law at the
University of Oxford, veterinary science at the University of
Surrey, mechanical engineering, biomedical sciences,
chemical engineering, radiography, biochemistry, and
psychology.
 A Level Chemistry attempts to answer the big question
‘what is the world made of’ and it’s the search for this
answer that makes this subject so fascinating. From
investigating how one substance can be changed
drastically into another, to researching a new wonder drug
to save millions of lives, the opportunities that chemistry
provides are endless.

Course Content

Physical chemistry Including atomic structure,
amount of substance, bonding, energetics,
kinetics and chemical equilibria.
Inorganic chemistry Including periodicity,
Group 2 and Group 7
Organic chemistry Including introduction to
organic chemistry, alkanes, halogenoalkanes,
alkenes, alcohols, organic analysis

Year 12

Subject Entry
Requirements

Is this for you?

Do you enjoy subjects that
encourage both imagination
and logical problem solving,
practical work and making
discoveries of your own.
Where you want to develop a
range of transferable skills,
learn how sciences
contribute to the success of
the economy and society.
You are thinking of a career
in any scientific discipline,
interested in and enjoy
chemistry.

Future Pathways

A Level Chemistry is an
excellent base for a university
degree in healthcare such as
medicine, pharmacy and
dentistry as well as physical
and biological sciences,
materials, mathematics and
engineering. Many law
applicants also take chemistry
as it shows you can cope with
difficult concepts. 

This subject works
well with:
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Assessment
There is no coursework on this course. There are
three exams at the end of the two years for A-level, all
of which are two hours long. At least 15% of the
marks for A-level Chemistry are based on what you
learned in your required practical activities and your
performance during 12 practical activities will be
assessed.

Physical chemistry Including thermodynamics,
rate equations, the equilibrium constant Kp,
electrode potentials and electrochemical cells
Inorganic chemistry Including properties of
Period 3 elements and their oxides, transition
metals, reactions of ions in aqueous solution
Organic chemistry Including optical isomerism,
aldehydes and ketones, carboxylic acids and
derivatives, aromatic chemistry, amines,
polymers, amino acids, proteins and DNA, organic
synthesis, NMR spectroscopy, chromatography

Year 13

Grade 6 or above in
Chemistry or Grade 66 or

above in Combined
Science and a Grade 6 or

above in Maths

Maths, Physics, 
Biology and Languages 



Unit 01 Computing principles 40% - Exam
Characteristics of contemporary systems architecture.
Exchanging data: Databases, networks and web
technologies
Data types, representation and structures: Using Boolean
algebra
Legal, moral, ethical, cultural issues and computing-related
laws

Unit 02 Algorithms and problem solving 40% - Exam
Understanding computational thinking
Problem solving and programming techniques
Software development methodologies
Algorithms: Analysis and design 

Unit A03 Programming Project 20% - Coursework
The learner will choose a computing problem to work
through according to the guidance in the specification. 
The solution will include analysis of the problem 
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In Computer Science we focus on programming, building
on our GCSE Computer Science and emphasise the 
 importance of computational thinking as a discipline. It is
relevant to the modern changing world of computing and
is an excellent choice for anyone wishing to study
Computer Science at university or if you wish to work in
the IT industry. The course consists of two exam units and
a programming project

Course Content

Subject Entry 

Requirements

Is this for you?

Do you enjoy subjects that
involve computational
thinking, problem solving
and analysis Do you want
to develop a range of skills
in Software development
and design and thinking of
a career that is IT based.

Future Pathways

A Level Computer Science
is an excellent choice for
anyone wishing to study
Computer Science and
University or if you wish to
gain a career in the IT
Industry

This subject works
well with:

6

Assessment
Unit 01 Computing principles 40% - Exam
Unit 02 Algorithms and problem solving 40% - Exam
Unit A03 Programming Project 20% - Coursework

Grade 6 or above in GCSE
Computer Science. Grade
5 or above in Mathematics

Mathematics, Physics and
Design Technology
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Why study this subject at St Augustine's?

Product Design is an opportunity for students to learn to
be better problem solvers. Students will use their creativity
and imagination to design and make prototypes that solve
real-world problems, considering their own and others’
needs, wants and values. The specification focuses on
modern design and manufacture where students can
learn about contemporary technologies, materials and
processes, as well as established practices. 
The course encompasses a wide range of design
disciplines required to design and make high-quality
products by hand or using CAM. They will also explore
modern 3D CAM processes including 3D printing and
develop their understanding of advanced CAD using
industry-standard software such as Solidworks and Adobe
Photoshop. 
Students will have the opportunity to investigate historical,
social, cultural, environmental and economic influences on
design and technology first hand through exciting design-
related city excursions. 
The course requires students to demonstrate their
application of knowledge, understanding and skills of
Mathematics and Science in both theoretical and practical
ways. 

Course Content

Subject Entry
Requirements

Is this for you?

Design and Technology is a
phenomenally important
subject. Logical, creative
and practical, it’s the only
opportunity students have
to apply what they learn in
Maths and Science—directly
preparing them for a career
in engineering.’

Sir James Dyson

Future Pathways
This creative and thought-
provoking qualification gives
students the practical skills,
theoretical knowledge and
confidence to succeed in a
number of careers -
especially those in the
creative and engineering
industries. 
Through engaging with
designing and making
activities, students develop a
range of skills and personal
qualities which will support
them through life—and are
valued by employers. These
skills include independence,
team working, resilience,
time management,
resourcefulness, risk taking
and entrepreneurship

This subject works
well with:
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Assessment
A Level Design Technology involves:
Two Exams worth 25% each towards the final mark.
One substantial design and make task worth 50% of
the final mark.

 Te nc

30 minutes exam i

Section A: • Product Analysis. • Up to 6 short answer
questions based on visual stimulus of product(s). 
Section B: • Commercial manufacture. • Mixture of
short and extended response questions
3. Non-exam Assessment (NEA) (50% of A level) -
Substantial design and make task

Student thoughts
“Fab facilities – industry standards – the quality of
coursework is exceptional, with great staff who are
always there for you” - Rhys Jones, A Level Graphics.
(Rhys went on to read Product Design at
Loughborough.)

If studied Grade 5 or above
in Design Technology. If
GCSE DT has not been
studied a portfolio of work
needs to be approved by the
Head of DT

Maths, Physics, Economics
and Art
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Why study this subject at St Augustine's?

Drama and Theatre Studies is far more of a challenge than
GCSE, yet 10 times more exciting! The practical work is
adventurous, fun and stretches your performance or
design skills. We attend a range of live theatre and the
written work helps you to analyse texts from the point of
view of a director or actor/actress. It’s fantastic.

Course Content

Component 1: Drama & Theatre (written paper)  
This component is worth 40% of the overall A-level.  
Assessment takes place during a 3 hour written exam
during which students must answer one question from
each of the following three sections: 
Section A: set text 1 – Drama Through The Ages- (25
marks)
Section B: set text 2 – 20th and 21st Century Drama- (30
marks)
Section C: Live Theatre Production – (25 marks)

Component 2: Creating Original Drama (practical
devised unit including written coursework) 
This component is worth 30% of the overall A-level.
Assessment takes place in school by the teacher and is
then moderated by AQA. Pupils have to prepare and
perform a devised piece of work and create a Working
Notebook. The devised piece must be influenced by one
prescribed practitioner. 

Subject Entry
Requirements

Is this for you?

Future Pathways

This subject works
well with:

8

Assessment
Assessment takes place during a 3 hour written
exam. This component is worth 40% of the overall A-
level. 
A practical devised unit including written coursework
that is worth 30% of the overall A Level.
A practical scripted unit including written
coursework that is worth 30% of the overall A Level.

Component 3: Making Theatre (practical scripted
unit including written coursework) 
This component is worth 30% of the overall A-level.
Assessment takes place in school by a visiting
examiner. Pupils have to undertake a practical
exploration of three key extracts from contrasting
plays. They will then select one to be performed in
the style of a second prescribed practitioner. Pupils
will also have to produce a Reflective Report based
upon their practical work. 

If studied Grade 5 or above
in Drama. If Drama has not

been studied Grade 5 or
above in English Language

or Literature

If studied Grade 5 or above
in Drama. If Drama has not

been studied Grade 5 or
above in English Language

or Literature

Careers in Performing,
writing, directing and

producing while
specialising in set design,

make-up and costume, set
design and lighting are all

possible

“Drama and Theatre
Studies is far more of a

challenge than GCSE, yet 10
times more exciting! The

practical work is
adventurous, fun and

stretches your
performance or design

skills. We attend a range of
live theatre and the written
work helps you to analyse

texts from the point of view
of a director or

actor/actress. It’s fantastic!”
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It doesn’t matter if you haven’t studied economics before.
You might have an interest in economics and want to know
more about the impact economics has on the world
around you. You might want to investigate some of the
stories you hear in the news – Why do some economies
grow and others don’t? Why were there national shortages
of petrol, Fanta and turkeys in the autumn of 2021? What
impact does the economy have on the business world?
This course will help you to understand all this and more.

There is an emphasis on interpreting real numerical data
in the form of tables and graphs, including index numbers.
It is expected that you will have achieved at least a grade B
in mathematics. 

Course Content

Subject Entry
Requirements

Is this for you?

If you enjoy debating
economic issues such as
inequality, globalisation and
the Global Financial Crisis,
exploring and presenting
alternative courses of
action, keeping up-to-date
with national and
international trends and
learning about the
economic environment and
business through research
and investigation.

Future Pathways

Suitable higher education
courses include economics
degrees or degrees in
applied economics such as
environmental economics,
labour economics, public
sector economics or
monetary economics. You
might choose to study
business economics,
international business or a
business and management
degree. Economics students
can follow a wide range of
careers in industry,
commerce, finance and the
civil service. You might
choose a career in banking,
sales, product management
or general management.

This subject works
well with:

9

Assessment
Paper 1: You will tackle data response and essay
questions on markets, consumers and firms and how
markets work – this is the content you study in Theme
1 and Theme 4.
Paper 2: You will tackle data response and essay
questions on competitive advantage and the global
economy – this is the content you study in Theme 2
and Theme 3.
Paper 3: You will have a research task before the
exam. The questions in the exam – data response and
essay questions – are linked to the context you will
research.  There is no coursework.

Economics is about choice and the impact of our choices
on each other. It relates to every aspect of our lives, from
the decisions we make as individuals or families to the
structures created by governments and firms. An
economic way of thinking can help you make better
choices. In Theme 1 and Theme 2 you will be introduced
to the nature of economics, how markets work and why
they fail, consumer choices and enterprise in the
economy. You will also consider the role of banks and life
in a global economy. In Theme 3 and Theme 4 you will
explore the impact of globalisation on consumers, firms
and the labour market. You will also investigate the role of
the government and have an opportunity to consider the
role and impact of the financial sector.

Bonus of studying Economics
In recent years, students have taken part in the LIBF
Investor Challenge. All students also participate in the
ICAEW BASE competition, in which teams from St
Augustine’s have reached the National Final in 2014,
2018 and 2021.

If studied Grade 5 or above
in Business Studies. If GCSE

Business Studies has not
been studied Grade 5 in

English Language or
Literature and Mathematics

Sciences, Social Sciences or
Humanities
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80% of this A-level is exam based, with a mixture of open
and closed book conditions. The remaining 20% is made
up of an investigative piece of coursework. The course is
taught over the full two years and all components are
taken/submitted at the end of the two year teaching
period. There is an emphasis on both literary and non-
literary texts, as well as the study of spoken texts and the
composition of re-creative writing.

Course Content

Exam Paper 1: Telling Stories 
Section A: Remembered Places
Students study the AQA Anthology: Paris. The anthology
includes a wide range of text types with a particular
emphasis on non-fiction and non-literary material. Closed
book exam. 
Section B: Imagined Worlds
In this part of the subject content, students explore the
imagined worlds of these texts which are characterised by
unusual narratives, narrators and events. Open book
exam. Students will study one of the following four texts:
Frankenstein, Dracula, The Handmaid’s Tale or The Lovely
Bones 
Section C: Poetic Voices
This part of the subject content is concerned with the
nature and function of poetic voice in the telling of events
and the presentation of people. Open book exam.
Students study poems from one of four poets within the
AQA Poetic Voices Anthology : John Donne, Robert
Browning, Carol Ann Duffy or Seamus Heaney

Subject Entry
Requirements

Is this for you?

Future Pathways

This subject works
well with:

10

Exam Paper 2: Exploring Conflict 40% 2h30m 
Section A: Writing about Society 
Students study one of four texts: Into the Wild, The
Suspicions of Mr Whicher: or the Murder at Hill House,
The Great Gatsby or The Kite Runner. In this section of
the exam, students will use their base texts to produce
a ‘re-creative’ piece of writing and to then write a
commentary on their original piece. Open book exam. 
Section B: Dramatic Encounters
Students study one of four plays: Othello, All My Sons, A
Streetcar Named Desire or The Herd. As part of their
study, students analyse areas relevant to the study of
drama and dramatic discourse. Open book exam. 
Non-exam Assessment: Making Connections 20%
This part of the subject content focuses on language
use in different types of text. It is called 'Making
Connections' because it requires students to make
active connections between a literary text and some
non-literary material. This investigation amounts to
roughly 3000 words of work. Coursework.

Grade 5 or above in both
English Language and

English Literature

Psychology, Sociology,
English and Languages

English Language can lead
to a wide range of careers.

These include Teaching,
Law, Academia, Linguistics

and Business
Management

The course is perfect if you
enjoy not only the creative

aspects of the written
word, but also if you’re

interested in how
literature and language

reflect society. It will
complement your other
studies and prepare you

well for university and your
future career.
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80% of this A-level is exam based, with a mixture of open
and closed book conditions. The remaining 20% is made up
of an investigative piece of coursework. The course is
taught over the full two years and all components are
taken/submitted at the end of the two year teaching
period. The emphasis is on literary texts across the three
genres of poetry, prose and drama. The course aims to
understand texts in context and change in literature over
time.

Course Content

All exam questions are equally weighted. 
Exam Paper 1: Love through the ages :  40% - 3 hours 
Study of three texts: one poetry and one prose text, of
which one must be written pre-1900, and one Shakespeare
play. Exam will include two unseen poems. 
Section A: Shakespeare: One passage-based question with
linked essay (closed book)
Section B: Unseen poetry: Compulsory essay question on
two unseen poems (closed book)
Section C: Comparing texts: One essay question linking two
texts (studied prose and poetry)(open book) 
Exam Paper 2: Texts in shared contexts: 40% - 2h 30m 
Students will study either:
Option 2A: WW1 and its aftermath.
Option 2B: Modern times: Literature from 1945 to the
present day 
Study of three texts: one prose, one poetry, and one
drama, of which one must be written post-2000. Exam will
include an unseen extract 

Subject Entry
Requirements

Is this for you?

Future Pathways

This subject works
well with:
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Section A: Set texts. One essay question on set text 
Section B: Contextual linking
One compulsory question on an unseen extract
One essay question linking two texts 
Independent Critical Study: texts across time 20% 
Comparative critical study of two texts, at least one of
which must have been written pre-1900. One
extended essay (2500 words) and a bibliography.
Texts chosen for this study cannot be taught in other
parts of the course.

Grade 5 or above in both
English Language and

English Literature

Psychology, Sociology,
English and Languages

Students who choose this
course should be very
interested in literature:

drama, poetry, novels and
short stories. The course

aims to enable you to
discuss and analyse major

texts of both
contemporary and past
literature. You will also

consider how texts have
been interpreted by
different readers at

different times, and look at
the context in which

writers produce their work.
You should be ready for a
good deal of independent
reading and note-taking.

English Literature can lead
to a wide range of careers.

These include Teaching,
Law, Academia, Marketing

and Finance
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Are you interested in finding out more about human
impact on our earth? Or maybe you are interested in
discovering ways in which environmental damage can be
halted or even reversed? If this sounds like you, A-Level
Environmental Science provides an exciting opportunity to
study the key environmental issues of our time and learn
how to work towards a sustainable future.

Environmental Science is a multi-disciplinary course and
gives you the opportunity to study natural systems and
how humans interact with the environment. This course
requires a deep understanding and knowledge of
biological and geographical interactions. Throughout the
course you will develop your research and practical skills
and widen your understanding of real-world
environmental science. 

Course Content

Year 12: The Living Environment 
The conditions for life on earth, Conservation of
biodiversity, Life processes and the biosphere
Year 12: The Physical Environment 
The atmosphere, The hydrosphere, The lithosphere and
soil, Biogeochemical cycles 
Y13: Earth Resources 
Energy resources, Agriculture, Aquatic food resources,
Forest resources
Y13: Pollution and Sustainability
Pollution, Sustainability

Subject Entry
Requirements

Is this for you?

Future Pathways
Environmental Science is a
very broad subject and is

accepted by universities for
a huge range of degrees
such as oceanography,
ecology, environmental

science, geography, geology,
marine biology, agriculture

and zoology. It can lead to a
vast array of careers

including wildlife
conservation, climatology,
engineering, agriculture,

forestry, fisheries,
environmental law, tourism,

sustainable architecture,
among many others.

This subject works
well with:

12

Assessment
Two 3 hour written papers worth 50% each – a
mixture of multiple choice, short answer and
extended writing questions. There is no course work.

Practical and Fieldwork
Environmental science is a practical subject. You have
to complete 12 practical activities (in the lab, on the
College site and in the local area i.e. Biss Woods). In
addition, you must complete 2-4 compulsory days of
fieldwork. Residential field studies trips provide an
excellent enrichment opportunity, but please note
that the field trips incur a cost which can vary between
(£200-300). The field studies course would be a joint
trip with Geography. 

Grade 5 or above in both
English Language and

Mathematics and Grade 55
or above in Combined
Science or Grade 5 or
above two elements of

triple science

Sciences and Geography

Are you interested in
finding out more about
human impact on our

earth? Or maybe you are
interested in discovering

ways in which
environmental damage can

be halted or even
reversed? If this sounds like
you, A-Level Environmental

Science provides an
exciting opportunity to

study the key
environmental issues of

our time and learn how to
work towards a sustainable

future.
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This course is designed to introduce A level learners to a
wide variety of films in order to broaden their knowledge
and understanding of film and the range of responses films
can generate. This specification therefore offers
opportunities to study mainstream American films from the
past and the present as well as a range of recent and
contemporary British films, American independent films and
global films, both non-English language and English
language. Studies in documentary, experimental and short
films add to the breadth of the learning experience. 
Production work is a crucial part of this specification and is
integral to learners' study of film. Studying a diverse range of
films from several different contexts is designed to give
learners the opportunity to apply their knowledge and
understanding of how films are constructed to their own
filmmaking and screenwriting.  
The course that we follow is additionally designed to reflect
the diversity of film culture through both filmmakers and the
films they make. Currently those films are Pan’s Labyrinth,
House of Flying Daggers, Amy, Casablanca, La La Land,
Boyhood, Secrets and Lies, Shaun of the Dead, Sunrise and
Daisies. In addition, a compilation of short films will be
studied.

Course Content

Subject Entry
Requirements

Is this for you?

Future Pathways

This subject works
well with:

13

Component 1: Varieties of film and filmmaking
Written examination: 2½ hours 35% of qualification
This component assesses knowledge and understanding of
six feature-length films.
Section A: Hollywood 1930-1990 (comparative study)

Section B: American film since 2005 (two-film study)
Section C: British film since 1995 (two-film study) 
Component 2: Global filmmaking perspectives
Written examination: 2½ hours 35% of qualification
This component assesses knowledge and understanding
of five feature-length films (or their equivalent).
Section A: Global film (two-film study)
One question from a choice of two, requiring reference to
two global films: one European and one produced
outside Europe.
Section B: Documentary film—One question from a
choice of two, requiring reference to one documentary
film.
Section C: Film movements – Silent cinema
Section D: Film movements – Experimental film (1960-
2000) 
Component 3: Production
Non-exam assessment: 30% of qualification:
Either a short film (4-5 minutes) or a screenplay for a
short film (1600-1800 words) plus a digitally
photographed storyboard of a key section from the
screenplay OR,
An evaluative analysis (1600 - 1800 words). 

Grade 5 or above in English
Language or Literature

English, Art, History and
Drama

A successful film studies
student will need to be

interested in the world of
film, such as having the

desire to understand the
relationship between films

and viewers, to watch
movies from a range of

genres and film
movements, to analyse

issues of representation
and to discuss why we see
the films that we do in the

cinemas.

Film studies is an opening
path for those who are

interested in production or
storytelling. Film studies

students often study media
studies alongside this
subject. This leads to

degree courses such as:
media production,
broadcasting and

photography.
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A level French will enable you to develop your linguistic
skills alongside your understanding of the culture and
society of countries where French is spoken. Languages
are an invaluable skill to have. Having a language can
increase your job prospects and your future earnings. By
speaking another language, you are an asset to any
company that trades internationally (and there are a lot of
them). As we grapple with Brexit, language skills will be of
paramount importance for the UK to trade and negotiate
effectively with the rest of the world.

Course Content

Your studies will include technological and social change,
looking at diversity and the benefits it brings. You will
study highlights of French-speaking artistic culture,
including francophone music and cinema, and learn about
political engagement and who wields political power in the
French-speaking world. 
You will also explore the influence of the past on present-
day French-speaking communities. Throughout your
studies, you will learn the language in the context of
French-speaking countries and the issues and influences
which have shaped them. You will have the opportunity to
study texts and film and carry out independent research
on an area of your choice.

Subject Entry
Requirements

Is this for you?

Future Pathways

This subject works
well with:
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A-level French complements a whole variety of
subjects. You may need language skills for all sorts of
career destinations- doctors, psychologists and
physiotherapists need language skills to
communicate effectively with patients whether they
work in the UK or overseas; businessmen, bankers
and entrepreneurs all need language skills to make
deals and sell products on the global market.
Politicians, historians, geographers and holiday reps
all need language skills to get to know the people and
area that they are passionate about. A foreign
language A-Level will complement and enhance your
other studies.
Plus, a language is also a pre-requisite for some
university courses so it’s something to consider if
you’re thinking about university in the future.
Languages are key to the exciting multinational world
we live in!

Future Pathways

Grade 5 or 
above in French

Languages can be studied
alongside any subject.

Learning languages helps to
increase employment and

travel opportunities

French is one of the most
widely spoken languages in
the world, and France is one

of Britain’s largest trading
partners and a popular

tourist destination, French
language skills show
employers you have

excellent communication
and people skills as well as
intercultural understanding

 International trade, working
for the EU, Travel and

Tourism, Education, the Civil
Service, MI5 and MI6, the

fashion industry, the
Diplomatic Service, the UN,
interpreting and translating
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An engaging and relevant qualification that will enable you
to engage critically with real world issues and places, apply
your own geographical knowledge, understanding and
skills to make sense of the world around you . With a
contemporary issues-based approach you will be able to
explore and evaluate contemporary geographical
questions and issues such as the consequences of
globalisation, responses to hazards, water insecurity and
climate change. Providing an in-depth understanding of
physical and human geography, the complexity of people
and environment questions and issues, and to become a
critical, reflective and independent learner, and will provide
an ideal base to progress to undergraduate geography. 

Course Content
Area of Study 1: Dynamic Landscapes
Tectonic processes and hazards, Landscape systems,
processes and change, Coastal landscapes and change 
Area of Study 2: Dynamic Places
Globalisation, Shaping Places - Options include
Regenerating Places or Diverse Places
Area of Study 3: Physical Systems and Sustainability
The Water Cycle and Water Insecurity, The Carbon Cycle
and Energy Security, Superpowers 

Subject Entry
Requirements

Future Pathways

This subject works
well with:
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Area of Study 4: Human Systems and Geopolitics
Superpowers, Global Development and Connections -
Options include Human Health, Rights and Intervention or
Migration, Identity and Sovereignty 
Coursework:
An independent report (3000-4000 words) you will collect
data and research a geographical question. You will be 

Assessment
Papers 1 & 2: (30%) 2 hours each, Paper 3: (20%) 1hr
45 mins - This will be a synoptic paper and
Coursework: (20%) Independent Investigation

required to present and analyse data and draw
conclusions. You will integrate data collected during
individual or group fieldwork using skills leant during
our compulsory fieldwork opportunities.

Students are required to undertake a minimum of 4
compulsory days of fieldwork in contrasting locations.
The provision of this fieldwork varies depending on
numbers and may be done as a residential trip to
provide students with the best possible opportunities.
Residential trips provide an excellent enrichment
experience for students, but please note that these
trips may incur a cost which can vary between (£150-
250). This year, this trip will run in conjunction with
the Environmental Science Course. There may also be
opportunities for students to take part in an overseas
optional fieldtrip. Past destinations have included
Iceland and Italy.

If studied Grade 5 or above
in Geography. If GCSE

Geography has not been
studied Grade 5 in English
Language or Literature and

Mathematics

Environmental Consultancy,
Government and Planning,
International Development,

Logistics, Research,
Education and Teaching,
Journalism and Aid work

Economics, Sociology, 
History and Biology

To study A level Geography, 
you need to have an 

enquiring and open mind. 
Geography is a study of the 
world around us and you 

need to be aware of issues 
worldwide, not just in the 

UK. You need to be able to 
debate issues such as 
migration and to think 

about them from political 
and social perspectives as 

well. Your opinion is 
important, but you also 

need to think about 
debates from someone 

else’s perspective. Reading 
newspapers and articles to 

keep your subject 
knowledge up to date is 

vital.



British period study and enquiry
Britain 1930-1997
Churchill’s view of events 1929-40, Churchill as wartime
PM, Churchill and international diplomacy, Conservative
domination 1951-64, Labour and Conservative
government’s 1964-79, Thatcher and the end of
consensus 1979-97, Britain’s position in the world 1951-97
Non-British period study
The USA in the 19th century: Westward expansion and
Civil War 1803-1890
Westward expansion; causes and impacts, Native
Americans, Growth of sectional tension 1850-61, The Civil
War 
Thematic study and historical interpretations
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Why study this subject at St Augustine's?

History equips students with the knowledge and skills
required to understand the complexities of the past which
they can use in relation to the world we live in today.
During your History A Level at St Augustine’s, we aim to
help develop your interest and enthusiasm for the
discipline, as well as improving your skills as effective
independent learners who can reflect, analyse and put
forward strong arguments. Our course enables you to
study a range of time periods, countries and themes to
give you a broad and diverse experience of History, one
which is like what you would study in further education.
History compliments a vast range of other A Level options,
developing your reading, research and writing skills as well
as building a critical edge to your analysis of material that
will benefit many career paths.

Subject Entry 

Requirements

If studied Grade 5 or
above in History. If GCSE

History has not been
studied Grade 5 or

above in English
Language or Literature

Skills for your CV: strong
analytical and
communication skills; oral
and written skill; put
together a logical
argument; critical thinking;
gathering, investigating and
assessing material; cross-
referencing sources of
information; interest in
culture and current affairs.
Careers: History gives you
the skills required for any
career. Some in particular
are: historian; teacher;
business; finance; HR; law;
museum and art gallery
curators; researchers and
archivists; politics; civil
service; journalism. 

This subject works
well with:
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Popular culture and the Witchcraze of the 16th and
17th centuries
Popular culture, Main reasons for growth and decline
in persecutions, The persecuted, Responses of
authorities to witchcraft, Witchcraze in Southern
Germany c.1590-1630, Hopkins and the witch hunt of
1645-47, The Salem witch trials 
Topic based essay of 3,000- 4,000 words
A question based on threats the British government
faced in the early 20th century

If studied Grade 5 or above
in History. If GCSE History

has not been studied
Grade 5 or above in
English Language or

Literature

Studying the past is
essential to understanding

the future. Although,
History delves much

deeper than just
remembering people, key

events and dates from
years gone by.



Pure Maths (Year 1)
Solving equations and inequalities Indices and surds,
Quadratics, Curve sketching, y = mx + c,
Sequences, Trigonometry, Exponentials and logs
Calculus (differentiation and integration), Proof
 Statistics (Year 1)
Data presentation, interpretation and use of a large data set,
Statistical distributions, Probability,
Hypothesis testing
 Mechanics (Year 1)
Vectors, Kinematics (the motion of an object, speed,
acceleration), Statics (forces acting on objects which do not
move), Dynamics (forces acting to move objects), Moments
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This course is designed so that you will develop your ability to
reason logically, extend your range of mathematical skills and
use mathematics as an effective means of communication.
You will study Pure Maths which will build upon the topics
studied at GCSE. These topics provide the foundation upon
which the rest of the course is based.
Your studies will be supplemented by Mechanics and
Statistics. In Mechanics we look at the forces acting upon
objects and the mathematical modelling of these forces. In
Statistics we look at the process of data collection and
analysis. You will have to show that you can use large data
sets.

Subject Entry 

Requirements

This subject works
well with:
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If you have a particular talent and enjoy mathematics
then you should consider studying Further
Mathematics. You will extend the knowledge you gained
through studying the A level course and encounter new
areas of mathematics such as complex numbers,
matrices and coordinate systems. The mathematics
covered will also be extremely useful to students
intending to study Mathematics, Physics or Engineering
at degree level .The course builds upon the Pure
Mathematics studied in the A-level course and has
additional units in Statistics and Decision Maths.
Decision Maths looks at the use of algorithms to solve
problems. It is an aspect of maths which has developed
in line with growth in computer technology. In previous
years the completion of the Further Maths course has
required a weekly lesson after the college day has
finished. It is probable that a similar arrangement will be
needed in 2018/19. 
Course content and assessment.
The AS-level Further Maths course will have a
compulsory content of Pure Maths which will account
for 50% of the course. This Pure Maths content will be
assessed by two exams at the end of Year 13. The other
50% of the course will contain a further two exams
which will assess Statistics and Decision Maths.

Grade 7 or above in
Mathematics

Mathematics Further

The A-level Maths course is
assessed with 3 exams
which are sat at the end of
Year 13. All exams are
equally weighted and will be
2 hours in length. Two
exams will assess Pure
Maths. The first Pure Maths
unit will be studied in Year
12 and the second one in
Year 13. The third exam will
be an Applied unit which will
contain questions on
Mechanics and Statistics.
Some of this content will be
taught in Year 12 and the
rest in Year 13.

Sciences, especially
Physics, Economics,

Geography and Psychology

Accountancy, Statistics,
Physics, Chemistry,

Engineering, Architecture,
Economics, Computer

Science, Robotics, Design
and more



Area of Study 1: Instrumental Music of Haydn, Mozart and
Beethoven
Area of Study 2: Popular Song: Blues, Swing and Big band
Area of Study 3: Developments in Instrumental Jazz 1910
to the present day
Area of Study 4: Religious Music of the Baroque Period
Area of Study 5: Programme Music 1820-1910 
Area of Study 6: Innovations in Music 1900 to the present
day 
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For many years the Music Department at St Augustine’s
has successfully delivered the OCR specification, allowing
many students to go on to read music at degree level at
top Universities and conservatoires. This includes Royal
college of Music in London, Royal Welsh College of Music
and Drama in Cardiff, Guildhall School of Music and drama
in London, Birmingham Conservatoire and Trinity College
of Music. A past student graduated in Music from Christ
Church Oxford and achieved the highest mark from the
entire University. We also have a past student studying
music in Austria. I am delighted to say that Music at A level
is recognised by Russell Group Universities as an academic
subject. 
For this reason we have decided to stay with OCR with the
new specification commencing from September 2016. This
specification is designed to give flexibility to enable the
students to major in either performance or composition
while still developing their listening and appraising skills.

Subject Entry 

Requirements

This subject works
well with:
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Students can opt to choose Performing A,01 (25%)
with Composing A,03 (35%) or Performing B,02 (35%)
with Composing B,04 (25%). Both performing options
require the student to perform a recital which is
recorded and is externally assessed. Both
composition units will involve the students composing
one piece set by OCR and another influence by one of
the area of studies looked at throughout the course.
In the case of Composing A the student will submit
three short technical exercises.  
The written exam, 05 is worth 40% of the specification
and includes aural extracts, analysing and evaluating
music both familiar and unfamiliar. This paper is 2
hours and 30 minutes in length.
There are 6 Areas of Study from which the students
will study 1 and 2 and then choose at least two more
areas from 3,4,5 and 6. By studying these areas
students develop their musical language and ability to
explore the key inter-related elements of tonality,
interpretation and instrument/vocal techniques.

Music students are
expected to take a lead role
in the extra curricular life of

the department and
wherever possible attend
workshops, master class

and trips organised by the
department. Music

demands an immense
amount of self-discipline is

time consuming and
requires you to have a
passion for the subject.
However, the rewards of

studying such a highly
thought of subject is
incredible. You will

experience amazing
camaraderie which no other

department can offer and
develop skills which you will
probably use for the rest of

your life! 

If studied Grade 5 or above
in Music. If Music GCSE has
not been studied Grade 5

or above in theory and
practical music
examinations

Sciences, Languages and
Humanities

Performer, Composer,
Teacher and Arts

Management. Music is a
great subject to support

any career path
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Why study this subject at St Augustine's?

A Level Physical Education allows you to play to your
strengths, investigating a wide range of sporting concepts
which enhance your knowledge and understanding of
sports participation and of elite performance. The two year
linear qualification covers physiological, sociological and
psychological aspects whilst equipping you with dynamic
theoretical and practical skills needed for elite
performance, higher education and the world of work. 

Course Content

Applied anatomy and physiology; skill acquisition; sport
and society; exercise physiology; biomechanical
movement; sport psychology and technology are all
assessed in two written examinations which account for
70% of the total marks.
Students are also assessed as a performer or coach in the
full sided version of one activity which is externally
moderated, 30% of the total marks.
The full Physical Education (7582) specification can be
found at https://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/physical-
education/as-and-a-level/physical-education-7582

Subject Entry
Requirements

Future Pathways

This subject works
well with:
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it provides. St. Augustine’s is fortunate in having close
links with Bath University and its Department for
Health with students regularly attending lectures and
revision sessions on campus. Many of our students
also use its world leading ‘Sports Training Village’ as a
base for their own personal training and competition.

Students study Physical Education as a route into a Sports
Science, Sport Studies or a Physical Education degree.
Others find a particular part of the course of interest and
go on to specialise in Sports Therapy, Sports Coaching,
Sports Psychology or Physiotherapy. Some simply study it
for the challenge and enjoyment 

Studying A level PE gives
you all sorts of exciting

career options, including:
 PE teacher

Physiotherapist
Professional sportsperson
Sports coach/consultant

Sports policy at local and   
national level

Diet and fitness instructor
Personal trainer

Uniformed public services
Outdoor leisure industry

Travel and tourism
Sports science

A Level and beyond

If studied Grade 5 or
above in PE. Students

should play competitive,
regular sport.

If PE has not been studied
Grade 55 or above in
Combined Science or

Biology and Grade 5 or
above in English Language

or Literature

Chemistry, Psychology,
Maths, Physics and Biology

To study this subject you
need to be a keen

sportsperson who has an
interest in the theoretical

content of sport as the
subject covers a wide

range of these concepts.
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cs Why study this subject at St Augustine's?

The AQA Physics course enables students with a passion
for Physics to deepen their knowledge and understanding
and also lays the groundwork for those students wishing
to pursue a career in science or engineering. Students
should be confident in their mathematical skills and 40% of
the marks at A level are mathematical. The course covers a
broad range of topics allowing students to develop
analytical, evaluation and practical skills.

Physics, like all sciences, is a practical subject and
throughout the course you will carry out practical activities
including: • investigating interference and diffraction of
laser light • measuring acceleration due to gravity •
investigating systems that oscillate • investigation of the
links between temperature, volume and pressure • safe
use of ionising radiation • investigating magnetic fields. 

Course Content

In Year 12 you will study:
Measurements and uncertainties
Particles and radiation
Waves
Mechanics and materials
Electricity

Subject Entry
Requirements

Grade 7 or above in
Physics or Grade 66 or

above in Combined
Science and a Grade 6 or

above in Maths

Is this for you?

Future Pathways

This subject works
well with:
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Future Careers

Studying A-level Physics offers an infinite number of
amazing career opportunities including: •
Geophysicist/field seismologist • Healthcare scientist,
medical physics • Higher education lecturer •
Radiation protection practitioner • Research scientist
(physical sciences) • Scientific laboratory technician •
Systems developer • Meteorologist • Structural
engineer • Acoustic engineer • 

In Year 13 you will study:
Further mechanics
Fields and their consequences
Nuclear physics
Optional topic—either astrophysics or medical physics

According to
bestcourse4me.com, the
top seven degree courses

taken by students who
have an A-level in Physics

are: • Mathematics •
Physics • Mechanical

Engineering • Computer
Science • Civil Engineering •

Economics • Business

Mathematics, Biology,
Chemistry and Languages

A level Physics is a mixture
of highly conceptual

thinking and very practical
applications. You need to

be able to think about
abstract ideas such as

fields, but be able to apply
those ideas to how, for

instance, electric motors
work. Getting accurate

results from experiments
requires practice and

competence in the use of
lab equipment. Calculations
are an important part of A
level Physics and you need

to be comfortable with
algebra. At the same time
descriptive work requires

you to communicate clearly
on paper.



Component 1: Political Participation democracy and
participation, political parties, electoral systems, voting
behaviour and the media. Core political ideas:
Conservatism
Liberalism
Socialism
Component 2: UK Government the constitution,
parliament, Prime Minister and executive, relationships
between the branches including the courts.

Po
lit

ic
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Being informed about the political system can be very
empowering and very useful in sifting out the uniformed
opinion from the reasoned arguments about the way our
system of government operates. It is academically rigorous
but very much rooted in understanding how politics works
both in the UK and the US. 
It does not take sides or tell you what to think but does
help you to understand the system and the parties that
shape policy on all the issues that matter to young people,
whether that is climate change, tuition fees or funding for
public services like the NHS and mental health provision. 
It allows you to reflect on a wide range of important issues.
Year 12: is Britain really a democracy? What makes some
campaigners successful? Should we get the vote at 16? Are
politicians all the same?
Year 13: is the Prime Minister more powerful than the US
President? Why are arguments over free speech and
abortion such a big issue in US politics? 
It will help develop your powers of argument, critical
evaluation and communication – skills required in most
real-world situations

Subject Entry 

Requirements

You need to be interested.
Anyone who is interested in
the answers to the
questions above and
current affairs in general. If
you like to watch the news
but wish you understood it
then politics might be for
you.
If you like to understand
and present reasoned
arguments and not just
impassioned opinions when
you write or engage in
debate, you will do well
You need to be comfortable
in expressing your views:
you will be writing a variety
of styles of questions,
researching to keeping up
to date with real world
examples, presenting and
debating your informed
views.

A-level Politics provides an
excellent background for
careers in law, journalism,
local and national
government, the caring
professions, campaigning,
teaching, voluntary
organisations and a range
of management and
business areas.

This subject works
well with:
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Assessment
Each of the 3 components is worth 33% (1/3) of the A
level
Each exam is marked out of 84 and is a 2 hr paper.

‘Politics helps you understand and make informed
decisions about how our country works, which
matters when all aspects of our lives are affected by
political decision makers.’
Modern students are passionate and interested
about critical issues – that makes them political.

One Non-Core topic chosen from:
anarchism, ecologism, feminism, multiculturalism,
nationalism.
Component 3: US Politics: the US Constitution and
federalism, US Congress, US presidency, US Supreme
Court and civil rights, democracy and participation 
 Comparison with UK politics

Grade 5 or above in English
Language and Grade or

above 5 in history if studied

English, History,
Geography, Religious

Studies, Languages and
creative subjects
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Psychology is the scientific study of the way people think, feel
and behave. The most important quality for anyone wanting
to study psychology is to find people fascinating. If you are
intrigued by why people act in the way they do, then
psychology will capture your imagination. It is taught through
discussion, written work and by applying knowledge to
different behavioural scenarios as the course develops.
Psychology students will also learn about the different ways
of studying human behaviour.

Course Content

In year 1 of the course we look at four topics, as well as the
different research methods used in psychological research
and the different psychological approaches to explaining
human behaviour. The topics are: Social influence; Memory;
Attachments and Psychopathology.
Social influence is about how our behaviour is affected by
other people. We will look at conformity, obedience and
minority influence. 
The topic of Memory involves looking at different types of
memory, reasons why we forget and the accuracy of eye-
witness testimony. 
Attachments looks at the importance of early relationships
with our primary care-givers and the effects of these
relationships on our later lives. Psychopathology involves
finding out about different types of mental illnesses and
treatments, these include: depression, phobias and
obsessive- compulsive disorder (OCD). We will also look at
the origins of psychology and how it has developed as a
science.

Subject Entry
Requirements

Is this for you?

Future Pathways
Psychology is a very useful
subject for any career where
you interact with people.
Occupations such as
journalism, as well as nursing
and marketing all welcome
trainees who have studied
psychology. 
Although psychology is a
science, it sits on the
boundary of science and arts
subjects and combines
elements of both. A
psychology A’ level shows a
competence in scientific
thinking and numeracy and
also the ability to construct a
well-argued essay. It is
especially useful for careers in
sport, education, business
and medicine.

This subject works
well with:
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Assessment
It is assessed at the end of the second year in three
papers: 
Paper 1:Introductory topics in psychology   2 Hours
Social influence, Memory, Attachments, Psychopathology
Paper 2:Psychology in Context   2 Hours
Approaches in psychology, Biopsychology, Research
methods, Issues and debates in psychology
Paper 3:Issues and Options in Psychology   2 Hours
Gender, Schizophrenia, Forensic psychology

In year 2 we look at issues and debates in psychology
e.g. whether our behaviour is a product of nature or
nurture, and the issue of free will. We will take a deeper
look at biological psychology and find out about our
biological rhythms. Knowledge and understanding of
research methods will be also be developed. We will also
study three option topics, these are: Gender and
explanations of how our gender develops. We will study
the symptoms, possible causes, and treatments of
schizophrenia. Finally, we will look at forensic psychology
and offender profiling, and the different ways of dealing
with offending behaviour.

Grade 5 or above in
English Language or

Literature and
Mathematics. Grade 55 in

Combined Science or
Grade 5 in any element of

Triple Science

History, Religious Studies,
Geography, English,

Politics, Sociology and
Biology

 
What makes people tick? Why
do some people behave the
way they do? Why do
different things affect your
mood and confidence?
If you've ever spent time
thinking about these puzzles,
psychology might be for you.
Psychologists could hold the
answers. And if they don’t yet,
you can be sure they are
looking for them.
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Why study this subject at St Augustine's?

The course is taught with a strong emphasis on discussion,
lively informed debate, independent reading and research.
Each component involves exploring how significant ideas
have been presented in the works of key scholars. The
subject requires and helps students to develop the ability to
research and analyse complex material, construct and
critically evaluate synoptic arguments and develop good
essay writing skills. However, it also encourages in students
religious tolerance and respect, alongside a strong sense of
their own values and attitudes in the light of their study. 

Course Content
It offers intellectual challenge and allows students to develop
an enquiring, critical and reflective approach to the study of
religion and its contribution to the wider world. 
The course has 3 equal components – 
A Study of Christianity:
This component involves an in-depth and rigorous study of
Christianity, covering themes ranging from religious figures
and sacred texts to practices that shape religious identity. It
also considers how social and historical developments have
impacted Christianity, e.g. the changing roles of men and
women and how they are reflected in Feminist theology.
Philosophy of Religion:
This component gives the opportunity to undertake an in-
depth and wide-ranging study of fundamental philosophical
ideas, ranging from arguments for the existence of God to
the use of religious language. It also explores some of the
challenges to religious belief, such as 

Subject Entry
Requirements

Is this for you?

 A highly engaging subject,
and you can expect classes
to involve a considerable
amount of discussion and
debate. To get the most out
of the subject, you must be
willing to participate in these
discussions, both sharing
your own ideas and listening
and respecting the views of
others. You will develop skills
of critical evaluation and
analysis, which you will
practice within these
discussions and in essay-
writing

 Future Pathways
Religious Studies provides a
solid foundation for future
study, especially in higher
education courses in the arts,
humanities, law and social
sciences. The Russell Group
place it alongside History and
Economics as good
preparation for University
study. It gives a good
foundation for a career in
education, journalism, law,
media and the caring
professions, amongst others.
It produces students who
have sound independent
study skills, an enquiring
mind, an appreciation of
different viewpoints and the
ability to come to clear,
balanced decisions – all
qualities valued by employers.

This subject works
well with:
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Assessment
Assessment: All units are assessed by written
examination at the end of the 2-year course (3 x 2-hour
exams).
Religious Studies is a stimulating A Level course which
deals with some of the significant questions in life, such
as: 
If God is good, then why is there evil in the world? 
Should Christianity change to keep up with the times? 
What, if anything, does religion have to contribute to
contemporary moral debate?     

the growth of atheism, and arguments from Freud and
Jung suggesting that religion is the product of the
human mind. 
Religion and Ethics:
This component requires an in-depth and broad study
of fundamental ethical themes, ranging from ethical
language and thought to freewill and determinism. It
also applies different ethical theories to important
moral issues, such as sexual ethics, the use of nuclear
weapons as a deterrent and the use of animal
experimentation for medical research

If studied Grade 5 or above
in RE. If RE has not been

studied Grade 5 in English
Language or Literature

The ethical theories can be
applied in any Science

based subjects
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What is Sociology?
Sociology considers how the society we live in impacts our
lives, and also how we in return impact our society. It
involves looking at human action (often in current affairs)
from a variety of perspectives including Feminism and
Marxism, and students are encouraged to look at the
world from new angles.  
The A level consists of three units which are studied over
the two-year course, examined at the end of Year 13.

Course Content
Unit 1: Education with Theory and Methods
In this unit we explore the possible hidden purposes of
education; why different social groups experience school
differently; the effects this has on achievement and the
strengths and weaknesses of the different ways that
sociologists collect their data. 
Unit 2: Two Topics in Sociology
Families and Households : 
Here we consider the sociology of the family - examine the
issues of power and control within relationships; explore
Feminist views on how the family continues to be
oppressive to women; how childhood has changed and
how government tries to subtly interfere in family life.
Beliefs in Society 
In this topic we look at the role of religion and belief in
society. We explore different definitions of religion;
examine the extent of secularisation; how religion is linked
to social change; how religion is changing; how levels of
religiosity vary between social groups and what might lead
some to join a cult or a religious sect.

Subject Entry
Requirements

Is this for you?

If you are interested in social
topics such as fairness and
equality, enjoy current affairs
or politics; or are interested
in finding out more about
how society works, about the
causes of social problems
and their potential solutions;
then Sociology could be for
you. The course will help to
develop a growing sense of
social responsibility with an
emphasis on how wider
society and world issues
influence our relationship
with others. You should also
have good written
communication skills and the
ability to both think and work
independently.

Future Pathways

Sociology is an academically
demanding subject regarded
as a good A Level by
universities. A qualification in
Sociology can lead to a wide
variety of careers such as:
Law, the police, teaching,
journalism, personnel
management, nursing, social
work and marketing. 

This subject works
well with:
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Assessment
The A level consists of three units which are studied
over the two-year course, examined at the end of
Year 13.

Unit 3: Crime and Deviance with Theory and Methods
We look at the patterns and trends in crime and
deviance; the role of the media and crime; green
crime; human rights and state crimes; crime control,
prevention and punishment, victims, and the role of
the criminal justice system.  
In addition throughout the course we consider
sociological theories, perspectives and methods such
as Marxism, Feminism and Functionalism and the two
core themes: socialisation, culture and identity,  social
differentiation, power and stratification. All units are
examined – there is no coursework.

Grade 5 or above in English
Language or Literature

Psychology, History,
Religious Studies,

Geography, English and
Politics

http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/sociology/as-and-a-level/sociology-7191-7192/subject-content-a-level/education-with-theory-and-methods
http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/sociology/as-and-a-level/sociology-7191-7192/subject-content-a-level/topics-in-sociology
http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/sociology/as-and-a-level/sociology-7191-7192/subject-content-a-level/topics-in-sociology#Families_and_Households_1_5_2
http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/sociology/as-and-a-level/sociology-7191-7192/subject-content-a-level/topics-in-sociology#Beliefs_in_Society_1_5_5
http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/sociology/as-and-a-level/sociology-7191-7192/subject-content-a-level/crime-and-deviance-with-theory-and-methods
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A level Spanish will enable you to develop your knowledge
of the language alongside your understanding of the
culture and society of the countries where Spanish is
spoken. Spanish is the second most widely-spoken
language in the world with over 400 million speakers.
Having a deeper knowledge of Spanish could allow you to
work or study abroad in the future as well as enhancing
your travel experience if you visit a Spanish speaking
country. 
A-level Spanish is an interesting and varied subject to
study and will give you a broad range of knowledge and
skills. You will develop your linguistic skills and build
fluency and confidence. You will engage critically with
stimulating texts, films and other materials in the original
language, and you will develop knowledge about the
society and culture of the countries where Spanish is
spoken.

Course Content

In Year 12 you will learn more about Spanish regional
identity and aspects of Spanish culture such as music,
dance and gastronomy. You will study artistic culture,
including the work of some well-known Spanish artists and
architects. You will also look at the impact of the Internet
and social media on Spanish society, gender equality,
feminism and rights and changes to the family and
traditional values.
In Year 13 you will look at social issues in the Hispanic
world including immigration, racism, social integration,
activism, political history including the Spanish Civil War
and the Franco regime and Latin American dictators.  

Subject Entry
Requirements

Is this for you?

Asides from the excellent
teaching you’ll receive to
support you to be a global
communicator, the breadth
of enrichment offered
alongside our A Level
language courses are
inspiring and enhance
students’ understanding of
the culture they are learning
about outside the classroom. 

Future Pathways

Languages are an invaluable
skill to have. Competence in
another language can
increase your job prospects.
By speaking another language
you’re vital to any company
that does international
business. All sorts of careers,
in sectors such as Business,
Marketing, Politics and
Tourism, often need language
skills whether for effective
communication, making deals
or selling products on the
global market...the list of
purposes is endless!
Languages are key to the
exciting multinational world
we live in!

This subject works
well with:
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Top tip: ”Choosing an A-level language is a smart
move if you want a fascinating subject that offers you
a range of career possibilities at the end and is a lot of
fun along the way.”

Last but not least, A-Level Spanish combines well with
and can enhance many other subjects.  

You will also have the opportunity to study a novel
and film and carry out independent research on
an area of your choice for your oral exam.
Assessment tasks will be varied and cover
listening, speaking, reading and writing skills.

Grade 5 or above in
Spanish

Languages can be studied
alongside any subject.

Learning languages helps
to increase employment
and travel opportunities
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If you are looking for a way to challenge and stretch your
abilities, develop new and existing skills and prepare for
higher education or employment more effectively then the
EPQ offers the opportunity to do all of these things in Year
12 alongside your A Levels.
A project management qualification, testing your skills
rather than your knowledge of specific content.
A continuously assessed qualification.
It is assessed at A Level standard but has the same time
allowance and UCAS points as an AS (28 max).

Course Content

There are 3 main elements –
The individual work that you manage yourself. 
The taught group sessions, covering such things as
research and presentation skills, time management and
record keeping. 
Regular meetings with a supervisor who will assist and
guide you. 
Choosing a topic of your own about which you are
passionate, ideally something that links with present or
future study or future planned career.
Planning, researching, producing and evaluating a single,
extended piece of work, based on that topic. This ‘project
product’ can be almost anything, from writing a
dissertation, to giving a public lecture, or organising an
event. 
Keeping an online log of the process and submitting this
together with other evidence at the end.
Giving a short formal presentation followed by questions,
to demonstrate what you have learned about both your  

Subject Entry
Requirements

Is this for you?

Future Pathways
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BENEFITS OF THE EPQ 
Helps develop essential skills for higher education
and the workplace, including those skills listed by
Russell Group universities as missing in many
applicants. Research shows that taking an EPQ
enhances the odds of gaining a higher grade at A
Level (A* - B) by 29% (Ben Jones, Head of Standards,
AQA). Gives you a taste of Higher Education study
through research and independent thinking.
May give you the edge over other candidates,
especially on competitive courses. Elite universities
say EPQs can make the difference between winning a
place on a course or just missing out.
Gains additional UCAS points and may help to secure
a reduced grade offer. Showcases your skills and
gives evidence of your calibre as an independent
student.

topic and project management.
Having all the above assessed by your supervisor and
a recommended grade (A* to E) submitted to AQA. 

This course will be offered
at the discretion of the

Head of Sixth Form

This course develops vital
underpinning skills which
support the study of all A

Level subjects

Undertaking a research
project is excellent material

for a job application,
competitive interview or

UCAS personal statement.
You gain skills that speed up
your transition post-18, and
this qualification gives you

extra UCAS points.

An EPQ can link to any topic
and hence support

progression to any future
pathway. Students plan

their EPQ to support their
post-18 choices e.g.

applications to Medicine,
Veterinary Science,

Oxbridge as well as creation
of portfolios for Art and
Design courses. It is also

very useful for experiencing
work placements 

This subject works
well with:



Admissions Policy 
Entry requirements
Examination results
Transport information
Sixth Form Induction
Booklet
Post 16 Learning
agreement
Application form (only
required for students not
currently at St Augustine’s)
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Please read this Course Catalogue 
alongside the following documents which 

can be accessed via the school website:
https://www.st-augustines.wilts.sch.uk/

sixth/welcome

Head of Sixth Form: Mrs C Rowlatt-Weston

Wingfield Road, Trowbridge, 
Wiltshire, BA14 9EN

Tel: 01225 350001
admin@st-augustines.wilts.sch.uk

www.st-augustines.wilts.sch.uk

http://www.st-augustines.wilts.sch.uk/



